Progress in the performance of tokamak devices has enabled not only the production of significant bursts of fusion energy from deuterium-tritium (D-T) plasmas in the Tokamak Fusion Test Reactor (TFTR) and the Joint European Torus (JET) but, more importantly, the initial study of the physics of burning magnetically confined plasmas. TFTR and JET, in conjunction with the worldwide fusion effort, have studied a broad range of topics including magnetohydrodynamic stability, transport, wave-particle interactions, the confinement of energetic particles, and plasma boundary interactions. D-T experiments differ in three principal ways from previous experiments: isotope effects associated with the use of deuterium-tritium fuel, the presence of fusion-generated alpha particles, and technology issues associated with tritium handling and increased activation. The effect of deuterium-tritium fuel and the presence of alpha particles are reviewed and placed in the perspective of the much larger worldwide database using deuterium fuel and theoretical understanding. Both devices have contributed substantially in addressing the scientific and technical issues associated with burning plasmas. However, future burning plasma experiments will operate with larger ratios of alpha heating power to auxiliary power and will be able to access additional alpha-particle physics issues. The scientific opportunities for extending our understanding ofburning plasmas beyond that provided by current experiments are described.
lntroduction
The 
Alpha-Pafticle Studies
The behal ior of alpha particles was studied in both MHD quiescent discharges and in discharges with MHD activity [24] . MHD quiescent discharges facilitated the study of the confinement and slowing down of the alpha particles, since the interaction with MHD activity can be important. The effect of alpha particles on MHD stability was also studied. Finally, the first experiments of alpha particle heating were performed. A key ingredient in these experiments was the successful development of new diagnostics to study the fusion-generated alpha particles. Many of these diagnostics were tested during the D-T experiments for the first time and were in their own right a major technical accomplishment.
To benchmark the models for the alpha-birth profile, neutron-emission measurements were used. The chord integrated radial profile measurements for the D-T neutron emission as well as the time dependence was in good agreement with TRANSP calculations based on plasma parameters in high performance discharges on both TFTR and JET [12, 42, 431 . Thus, the TRANSP calculations provide a good model for the alpha birth profile. [44] . In addition, p" (0) and -R.V(B), which is a measure of instability drive term for TAE modes, is also comparable, as shown in Since these experiments on TFTR, strong radial redistribution of energetic beam ions has also been observed during negative-ion neutral beam experiments on JT-60U [69] [70] .
One of the potential benefits of alpha particles is that they might help to stabilize the sawtooth instability, as has been observed with ICRF energetic particle formation. An interesting experiment was performed on JET which showed that the sawtooth period increased with tritium concentration but did not peak with maximum fusion power production t711. A detailed analysis of these experiments indicated the effect was due to the increase in slowing down time of the tritium ions compared with deuterium ions and the resulting increase in perpendicular energy density in the fast beam ions. The same analysis suggests that for the highest performance D-T discharge in JET the alpha particles had a significant stabilizing effect and may have contributed to the increased sawtooth period. Thus, it may be possible that future higher power D-T experiments on JET will be able to demonstrate this effect.
Alpha-particle Heating
Experiments on JET and TFTR have begun the study of alpha-particle heating U2,731. On TFTR, the alpha heating power was about3Vo of the heating power, though abott l57o of the power through the electron channel, enabling a measurement of electron heating. In these supershot experiments, the sawteeth were stabilized and there was no detectable adverse MHD. In TFTR deuterium experiments, the central electron temperature was observed to scale as the square root of the energy confinement time. Since the isotope effect was significant on TFTR, plasmas were matched with similar energy confinement time to account for the isotope effect on the central electron temperature. A measurable increase in electron temperature (AZ"-0.8 +0.3keV for Plu"ion=4.5MW) was observed, in reasonable accord with expectations both in terms of the magnitude of the increase and the radial dependence U2l. The increase in central electron temperature was observed to be greater in discharges with higher fusion power (A7"-2keV for Prusion up to 7.5MW); though, there were few shots at these higher values of fusion power with comparable D shots for a baseline.
JET was able to operate at higher ratios of Pu1o1,u/ P6.4=0.12 with 304OVo of the power input to the core electrons than TFTR and conducted an experiment to measure alpha heating by varying the tritium concentration over a wider range than TFTR [73] . This was done to isolate the isotope effect, which as discussed above was inferred to be weak on JET. The effect of differences in heating power from shot to shot was taken into account. A significant systematic effect in this experiment was the variability due to sawteeth, which changed with tritium concentration, as noted above [71] .
Though there were only a limited number (5) Those experiments will enable not only a comprehensive study of alpha-particle physics but also the assessment of the scientific issues associated with alpha-particle heating on stability and confinement. Furthermore, a burning plasma experiment will further the development of the technology required for fusion energy development.
